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Since the term ‘lean’ was coined 

in 1988 to describe, develop and 

disseminate the efficiency 

innovations of the Toyota 

Production System to an 

Anglophone audience, ‘lean 

thinking’ has spread across the 

world. Education, government, 

and healthcare are continuously 

reorganised along lean lines, 

under the lure of producing more 

with less. So pervasive is ‘lean 

thinking’ that it has even 

directed influential and 

seemingly ecological visions of 

utopia. What advocates of lean 

call the creation of a workplace-

level ‘lean culture’ has come to 

characterise culture at large.  

Lean thinking demands 

exploration now, as its rise tacitly 

inscribes the idea that there is an 

‘essential meat’ across culture, 

which limits ecological and social 

justice in a way urgent to contest 

when animal agriculture is a 

leading cause of climate crisis.   

 

Glean-to is an exploration of what it means to glean in a 

small formerly abandoned lean-to greenhouse, repaired 

for the purposes of this installation by Dartington’s 

Restore. Glean-to is positioned at a site of 

transformation and tension in lean culture, where the 

first battery chicken shed has gone on to incubate a 

gleaning project; where talking in a place used to 

constrict the movements of stock and increase yields led 

the founders of Totnes-based group Food in Community 

to bend and glean in fields. 

Food in Community encapsulate what gleaning has come to mean today: "Food in Community has 

been gleaning since 2013, where local farmers generously allow us on to their fields. The crops are 



donated to targeted groups and organisations in the local area that can put them to good use. 

Gleaning is the collection of fruits, vegetables, and other crops from fields that have already been 

harvested, or are not economically beneficial for the farm to harvest." 

 

The ‘gleanhouse’ from its location opposite 

the chicken shed, looks out and far back at 

how global changes in definitions and 

representations of gleaning shift in 

emphasis from showing gleaners’ labour of 

leaning during lean times, to the discourses 

of minimising or marketising waste familiar 

from lean management. The narrowing 

meaning of gleaning shows lean culture at 

its leanest.  

 

The glean-to offers delegates a unique 

opportunity to encounter over seventy rare 

and culturally significant traces of gleaning 

practices, including those from recently 

opened archives or usually in private hands-

- from GLEANER brand combine harvesters, 

DuPont’s Glean Cereal Herbicide, and the 

emerging iconography of the wonky 

vegetable, to the sprung constraints of a 

‘Gleaners’ money clip-- all catalogued in a 

participatory lean visual management 

system.  
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